Service Illustration

HEAT REMEDIATION

CONVENTIONAL TREATMENT

CHOOSING THE SERVICE FOR YOU
Why Conventional?

Why Heat Remediation?

Ace has the experience and expertise to provide relief for your bed
bug problem.

We only use industry approved electrical heat equipment.

Conventional treatments utilize the use of more traditional methods
with various types of products used. These products will typically
provide a longer protection period than heat treatments alone.

With heat:

Our conventional treatment process will include two services and
carries a 90-Day Warranty. Both services will be performed within a
30 day period.

Expectations
Due to their biology, habits and re-introduction risk, bed bugs can be
difficult and frustrating to deal with. Since their flattened bodies enable them to hide in tiny crevices and cracks bed bugs can hide in
areas such as mattresses, box springs, bed frames, nightstands,
sofas, and any other furniture and personal belongings.
To allow for thorough treatment, a significant amount of preparation
must be performed by the client prior to service. Preparation is
critical for the program to be successful.
Ace has a proven track record for providing the highest quality bed
bug services available. Bed bugs are not a do-it-yourself project.
Let us take the stress away from your bed bug problem.

Most bed bug treatments require a significant amount of preparation,
multiple visits, and the use of pesticides to control the problem.






Limited amount of pesticides are used
All stages of bed bugs are eliminated from egg to adult
Requires minimal amount of preparation prior to service
Client is typically able to keep belongings that otherwise may
have needed to be discarded during a conventional treatment.

 Client can re-enter structure soon after service is completed
Heat is an effective way to control bed bugs. All insects have
optimum living temperatures for growth, survival, and reproduction.
They also have lethal temperature limits at which all stages of the life
cycle are killed. By targeting this temperature throughout the home,
bed bug populations will be eliminated.
Monitors are placed throughout the home to carefully measure and
record the temperatures in specific areas. The temperatures are
recorded in real time by each sensor to allow for adjustment of any
hot or cold spots. Temperature readings are recorded every 30
minutes and a report may be provided of such readings.

Industry Approved Mattress Encasements are an integral part of any Ace bed bug program.
Mattress encasements are available through Ace. Ask for details.
We also provide solutions for:
Ants | Spiders | Roaches | Rodents | Termites | Mosquitoes | Moles | Birds | Bats | Bees | Fleas
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